Medical Humanities Summer Scholar Program

Announcing an immersive 8 week virtual creative writing and storytelling experience. Complete the project of your dreams with world class mentorship!

“My writing flows out of my doctorhood. They are not separate things. They are one.”

*Abraham Verghese, MD*

**Core Faculty**

- Bryant Lin, MD  
  *Director of Medical Humanities and Arts*
- Laurel Braitman, PhD  
  *NYT best-selling author, Director of Writing and Storytelling*
- Lauren Toomer, MFA  
  *Lecturer and Artist, Art & Anatomy*
- Lauren Edwards, MD  
  *Clinical Asst Professor, Director of Summer Programs*

**Guest Faculty**

- Abraham Verghese, MD  
  *NYT best-selling author*
- Daniel Mason, MD  
  *Best-selling author*
- Wayne Wong  
  *Writer, Director, Producer*
- Lucy Kalanithi, MD  
  *Advocate, Oral Storyteller, Best-selling author*

**Dates: June 13 - Aug 5, 2022**

**Applications Now Open - Apply Here**

Open to undergraduate, post-baccalaureate and graduate students interested in creative expression, storytelling, medicine and health are welcome to apply

**Deadline: January 15, 2022, Application Fee: US$75**
Medical Humanities
Summer Scholar Program

DETAILS

Program Fee: US$5,900
Time Expectation: First two weeks intensive boot camp with speaker series followed by more flexible project based scheduling
Limited spots available, please apply early

OFFERINGS

Create a final project with mentoring support (outline or start to a novel, op-ed piece, podcast, script, essay).

Present your own creative work to artists and authors.

Hone your presentation skill. Expand your social media skills.

Learn tips, tricks and strategies for improving your writing and other expressive arts in health and medicine.

Experience Stanford Medicine admissions first-hand and hear from leading physicians and other clinicians about their paths into medicine and public health.

Meet literary agents, editors, physician and non-physician writers.

Receive mentoring from writers, leading podcast producers, directors.

Join a cohort of future communicators at the forefront of science and medicine.

For more information visit our website